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Two vice-presidents in the new commission were nominated by Visegrad Group countries, Viktor Orbán noted, adding that 

the Hungarian commissioner-designate, László Trócsányi, has the “beautiful and big” task of managing the EU’s enlargement. 

Trócsányi grasps the complicated aspects of enlargement, he said, adding that, hopefully, the former Hungarian justice 

minister would receive the backing of the EP. 

Regarding the bloc’s enlargement, Orbán said had the EU integrated North Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia earlier “many 

millions of illegal migrants would not be in western Europe today”. “Together, we could have defended the Balkan route,” he 

said, adding that the space between Greece and Hungary had been left “unguarded”. “This space has to be filled by integrating 

the countries located there, and then the EU would be able to protect itself.” Orbán noted that migrants had not arrived in the 

EU via Romania, a member state. “They crossed non-member states” before being stopped in Hungary, he said. 

The distribution of top positions in the European Commission reflects the 
strengthened position of the Visegrad Group, the Hungarian prime minister said in 
Prague, after attending a summit of the V4 and Western Balkan states.
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ORBÁN: ENLARGEMENT IN 
EU’S INTEREST 

It is evident from the history of the 

past few years that enlargement 

lies in the interest of both the EU 

and North Macedonia, Montenegro, 

Serbia, “and if it comes to that”, 

Albania, Prime Minister Viktor 

Orbán said in Prague, after 

attending a summit of the V4 and 

Western Balkan states. Admission 

of the Balkan countries is not a 

burden on, but an opportunity for, 

the European Union which would 

then become stronger, Orbán said, 

assuring the countries in question 

of Hungary’s support. 

Concerning the EU’s next 

financial framework, he said that 

new common policies may be 

opened but funds earmarked for 

older policies should not be cut 

on this pretext. Hungary does not 

oppose generating new common 

sources of revenue if the EU 

wishes to finance new policies 

and maintain current ones, he 

said. Orbán said the member states 

needed a greater deal of f lexibility 

in terms of how EU funds are used.

In response to a question, Orban 

said Trócsányi’s selection for 

commissioner for EU enlargement 

was good news for Serbia. He 

added that when Hungary held the 

EU’s rotating presidency in 2011, it 

handled the dif ficult issues in the 

last phase of Croatia’s accession 

effectively. “I have no doubt that 

Serbia will greatly contribute to 

the EU’s economic performance,” 

Orbán said, adding that “solving” 

Serbia’s integration would speed 

up and “solve” that of the whole 

region. Many issues have to be 

addressed before accession, “but 

they are all manageable,” he said, 

citing the issue of Kosovo as an 

example. 

Regarding migration, Orbán said 

western Europe was building a 

“multicultural immigrant society” 

while central Europe avoided 

doing so. “Our countries are 

not immigrant societies”. The 

question, he said, was how those 

two worlds can coexist. Up to now, 

the response of the European 

Commission was to “force central 

Europeans to assimilate ... and we 

resisted”. “Hopefully, the new body 

will realise that the issue is about 

managing the coexistence of two 

dif ferent approaches to life.”

“We trust the new commission will 

show us more respect ... and will use 

a new tone, promoting agreements 

rather than using force,” he said. “In that 

case, Europe has a future, and we are 

looking forward to a fantastic five years. 

But if the policy of using force against us 

continues, we’ll have to resist and we’ll 

all be where we are now.” 

The prime ministers of the 

Visegrad Group held a separate 

meeting on the sidelines of the 

meeting, and attended a working 

lunch with the leaders of Albania, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, North 

Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia.

GULYÁS: PROSPECTIVE 
EU COMMISSION DUTIES 
RECOGNITION OF 
HUNGARY 

Hungary is set to secure a key area 

of policymaking in the European 

Commission which will be of great 

significance to the European Union’s 

future, the head of the Prime Minister’s 

Office Gergely Gulyás  said. President-

elect of the European Commission 

Ursula von der Leyen’s selection of 

László Trócsányi as the commissioner-

designate for EU neighbourhood and 

enlargement is a recognition of both 

the country and its candidate, Gulyás 

told a regular press briefing. He said 

there was a pressing need to integrate 

the Balkans into the EU and accession 

talks should be started or accelerated 

with every country that meets the 

requirements. He said that in the EP 

hearings of the candidates, Trócsányi 

was likely to be attacked because 

the portfolio is closely linked to the 

controversial issue of migration. Such 

attacks against Trócsányi, he added, 

would be revenge for Hungary’s 

position on migration policy. “The 

portfolio is Hungary’s, and people 

should think twice before attacking 

Trócsányi because he is one of the 

most suitable candidates,” Gulyás said. 

In response to a question concerning 

the forint’s exchange rate, Gulyás 

said the government had no target 

for the exchange rate and the 

independence of the central bank 

would be respected. The weakening 
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of the forint is much less important 

today considering that the majority 

of debtors have already been rescued 

from the “forex debt trap”, he added. 

Concerning the effect of the weaker 

forint on the budget, he said the 

exchange rate change brought in 

extra revenues as well as resulting in 

additional losses. The recent exchange 

rate change has not been so extreme 

as to warrant a response at the level of 

Hungarian economic policy, he added. 

In response to a question, Gulyás 

also said that a constitutional 

amendment was not on the agenda 

and there were no plans to change the 

section about marriage defined as an 

alliance between a man and a woman 

for the purpose of having children.

Concerning the upcoming local 

elections, he said Budapest Mayor 

István Tarlós had been successful 

because he has cooperated with the 

government. Opposition candidate 

Gergely Karácsony “would be 

obviously be unable to cooperate, 

and this makes him unsuitable for 

the post.” Asked about opposition 

Democratic Coalition (DK) MEP Klára 

Dobrev and her comments concerning 

local authorities in future being able to 

apply directly for EU funding, Gulyás 

said the way in which funding was 

disbursed, whereby EU funds are 

directed to member states, would 

not change. He said the proportion 

of subsidies directly paid to local 

authorities was negligible, and this 

would remain the case. Asked about 

whether the Hungarian embassy 

in Syria would be reopened, Gulyás 

said the government supported 

reconstruction, but no decision had 

yet been made about whether to open 

the embassy.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: HUNGARIAN 
WORKERS GLOBALLY 
COMPETITIVE

Work carried out by Hungarians is 

globally competitive, Péter Szijjártó, 

the Hungarian foreign minister, said. 

Thanks to Hungarians’ knowledge and 

level of training, products and services 

produced in Hungary “are in demand 

everywhere”, he said. Fully 43 large-

scale investments worth 731 billion 

forints (EUR 2.2bn) are taking place in 

Hungary thanks to agreements made 

between January and July this year, an 

11% increase on last year, Szijjártó said. 

Last year, 98 investments worth 1,350 

billion forints were made in Hungary, 

compared with a mere quarter of that 

in 2009.

Investments in 2019 have so far 

created 7,300 jobs, a 9% increase on 

the same period last year, he said. 

Jobholders in newly created jobs 

earned before tax 304,000 forints (EUR 

920) on average in 2017, 420,000 forints 

in 2018 and 505,000 forints this year, 

he said. 

This year, the majority of investments 

came from South Korea, unlike in 

past years when most came from 

Germany, Szijjártó said. This is largely 

explained by the rise of the electric 

car industry, he said. The value of 

exports and sum total of investments 

have broken new records every year 

for five years, Szijjártó said, adding 

that Hungary is turning from being a 

production centre into a knowledge-

based economy with a focus on R&D. 

Hungary’s export performance is 

ranked 34th worldwide compared to 

a population that is the 92nd largest. 

From next year, the government 

is raising funding for training 

programmes for investors, he said.

HORVÁTH: HUNGARY 
AT FOREFRONT OF 
VACCINATIONS

Hungary is a global leader in 

vaccination, as recognised by 

the European Commission and 

international organisations, while the 

public’s confidence in the Hungarian 

vaccine system is exceptional, Ildikó 

Horváth, the state secretary for health, 

said in Brussels. Attending the World 

Conference on Vaccination organised 

by the European Commission and the 

World Health Organisation (WHO), 

Horváth told MTI that Hungary’s 

nursing and paediatric networks 

were generally seen as leading 

models. Horváth noted Hungary’s 

high vaccination rate which ensured 

that diseases did not attack with their 

full potency and epidemics, unlike in 

various neighbouring countries, did 

not take complete hold.

Addressing the issue of health-

related fake news on the internet, 

she noted that this was hugely 

damaging and allowed the spread 

of infectious diseases around the 

world. She said the fate of nations 
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and peoples rested on the extent 

to which a country was able to 

protect its citizens from infectious 

diseases. Hungary, the state secretary 

added, used “the most effective, 

the safest and highest-quality 

vaccines available”. Hungary in this 

regard, she added, was an “island of 

safety” in Europe. Horváth said the 

country’s 100-year-old mandatory 

immunisation system handed out 

vaccines almost 100% free-of-charge, 

making Hungary a world leader in 

this respect. The European Centre for 

Disease Prevention and Control also 

recognises Hungary’s good practices 

in this regard, Horváth added.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: ITU TELECOM 
WORLD CONFERENCE ‘A 
SUCCESS’

The ITU Telecom World 2019 

conference, held in Budapest 

between September 9 and 12, was a 

success, Hungarian Foreign Minister 

Péter Szijjártó said at the closing 

event on Thursday.  The success of the 

conference, which drew some 4,000 

participants from 125 countries, was 

thanks to the cooperation of Hungary 

and the organiser, the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU), he 

said. Digitalisation, he said, had a 

social as well as an economic impact 

and had grown into a global policy 

issue. The Hungarian government’s 

Hungary Connects scheme shows 

its commitment to digitalisation. In 

Hungary, digitalisation is not a “vision”, 

but part of everyday life, Szijjártó said.

5G is opening a new chapter, 

Szijjártó said, regarding policy, 

economics and social matters, and will 

be indispensable for competitiveness. 

The Hungarian government sees 5G 

as a competitiveness issue and not a 

political one, he added. In Hungary, 

4G+ has 91.4% coverage, he said, and 

the country is some two years ahead 

of the EU’s schedule for digitalisation. 

The media authority opened the first 

tenders for selling 5G in the country 

last week, as the government expects 

it to be commercially available in cities 

worldwide by 2025, he added.

Digitalisation promotes a 

competition where digital 

knowledge and infrastructure will 

be decisive instead of country size 

or population numbers, he said. In 

line with a government decision, 

Szijjártó announced initiating talks 

on Hungary hosting all ITU events 

between 2023 and 2026. ITU secretary 

general Houlin Zhao said the level 

of infocommunication in Hungary 

was a good basis for the ITU’s next 

conference. Hungary is committed 

to introducing 5G, a technology that 

will become inevitable, he said. Having 

some 150 SMEs among the participants 

was a “step forward”, he said.

LMP CALLS FOR MINISTRY 
OF CLIMATE AFFAIRS

The green opposition LMP will submit 

a resolution proposing a ministry of 

climate protection and sustainability 

to be set up, the party’s deputy group 

leader said. 

One of the “great sins” of the 

government of Viktor Orbán is that 

environmental and nature protection 

is presented as “unnecessary luxury” 

and the institutional system for 

environmental protection has 

been systematically destroyed. The 

cabinet has fired the majority of real 

experts and replaced them with 

“yes-men”, Erzsébet Schmuck told a 

press conference. She insisted that 

Hungary’s government was best 

described as “climate-sceptic” and 

failed to understand that any necessary 

steps neglected today would cost 

much more in the future. In order to 

reverse a deepening ecological crisis, 

every country, including Hungary, 

should make special efforts, she 

said. Hungary should reduce carbon 

dioxide emissions by at least 50-55% 

by the year 2030 and completely 

eradicate them by 2050, she added. 

To fulfil climate protection goals, a new 

ministry should be set up dedicated 

to climate affairs and sustainability, 

she said.

DK SUPPORTS BUDAPEST 
DISTRICT MAYORAL 
CANDIDATE UNDER 
INVESTIGATION

The opposition Democratic Coalition 

(DK) said that the opposition mayoral 

candidate in Budapest’s District 8 

András Pikó had not committed any 

unlawful act and that DK would stand 

by him. DK board member Erzsébet 

Németh Gy,, who is a joint opposition 

mayoral candidate in Budapest’s 
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17th district, said that police had 

launched an investigation against 

Pikó without any evidence or genuine 

suspicion of unlawful act committed. 

She attributed the proceedings to 

a political mud-slinging campaign 

launched in the press against ruling 

Fidesz’s main local challenger. “The 

only explanation for the investigation 

is that Pikó has a good chance of 

replacing Fidesz’s incumbent district 

mayor.” 

Fidesz group leader Máté Kocsis 

said on Monday that the opposition 

in District 8 had handled the personal 

data of voters unlawfully. He cited a 

report in Monday’s edition of daily 

Magyar Nemzet showing photographs 

that allegedly prove that candidates 

of the opposition alliance had 

prepared unlawful lists based on voter 

recommendation slips.

FREE DEMOCRATS’ 
FOUNDING MEMBER RAJK 
DIES, AGED 70

László Rajk, an architect and member 

of Hungary’s democratic opposition 

before the regime change, has died, 

the family told MTI. Rajk, a founding 

member and lawmaker of Hungary’s 

liberal Alliance of Free Democrats 

between 1990 and 1996, died on 

Wednesday, at the age of 70. According 

to epiteszforum.hu, he died after a 

short serious illness.

Rajk was the son of László Rajk, a 

communist politician executed in a 

Stalinist show trial in October 1949. 

He was designer of a memorial of the 

victims of Hungary’s 1956 anti-Soviet 

uprising and revolution in the Père 

Lachaise cemetery in Paris. 

Rajk was set designer of theatre plays, 

exhibitions and films including Hungary’s 

Oscar-winning Son of Saul. He was 

member of the Budapest Municipal 

Assembly between 2002 and 2006.

HUNGARY INDUSTRIAL 
OUTPUT UP 12% IN JULY

Hungary’s industrial output rose by 

an annual 12% in July, the highest rate 

in more than two years, the Central 

Statistical Office (KSH) said, confirming 

figures released in the first reading. 

Adjusted for the number of work days 

in the month, output grew by 8.7%. In a 

month-on-month comparison, output 

in July was up 1.7%, KSH said. Year-on-

year output of Hungary’s automotive 

sector, an engine of industrial growth, 

rose by 34.6% in July; the highest rate in 

years, albeit from a low base, KSH said. 

In the period January-July, industrial 

output increased by 6.3% year on year.

CHESS SUPREMO POLGÁR 
PREPARING KIDS FOR 
GUINNESS WORLD 
RECORD

Hungarian chess grandmaster Judit 

Polgár has announced the world’s 

largest online chess event of all 

time on the website chesskid.com, 

and hopes to set a new Guinness 

world record by teaming up to set 

the record for the world’s largest 

online chess tournament.

Polgár, who topped the 

women’s world ranking for 25 

years and triumphed in two chess 

Olympiads, has invited kids from 

all around the world to participate. 

Since Sept. 1, about 4,000 kids 

have turned up at the online 

chessboards to test their skills. 

Polgár said she hoped that at 

least 20,000 children would enter 

for the competition by the Oct. 

5 deadline. “I would like to write 

chess history with young players. 

The record attempt may once 

again demonstrate how chess 

connects people globally,” Polgár, 

who retired from competition in 

2014, said. The winners of the 

Oct. 19 final will be given an 

opportunity to play with Polgár.


